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Deal Pace Slows in 2Q as interest rates, other challenges trigger pause
8/15/2022 CHICAGO, IL – Private equity buyers continued to tap the brakes in 2Q, according to
GF Data’s August report.
After a blistering pace in the latter half of 2021, completed deal volume was down markedly in
the first half of 2022, while valuations for mid-market companies acquired by private equity
groups and other deal sponsors held strong at an average of 7.4x EBITDA.
The 264 active private equity contributors to GF Data – an ACG company – reported on 55
transactions closed in the quarter, meeting our parameters – Total Enterprise Value (TEV) $10250 million and TEV/Trailing Twelve Months (TTM) Adjusted EBITDA 3-18x.
While volume is down, businesses with above-average financial characteristics continued to
account for an increased portion of completed deal activity, with these deals comprising 68
percent of the total compared to a historic norm of 57 percent.
“We continue to hear anecdotal reports that non-bank lenders are reining in debt packages even
on highly desirable properties,” said GF Data Founder Andrew T. Greenberg. “If true, this
development has not yet had an impact on aggregate debt multiples.” Total debt averaged 4.0x in
2Q, in line with the first quarter and 2021.
What is apparent in the numbers is a greater share of generously valued deals being completed as
leveraged recaps, rather than as change-of-control transactions. The average multiple for
buyouts is generally quite close to the mark for the overall deal universe – not surprising in that
this category invariably makes up about 85% of the total.
In the first six months of the year, though, the average multiple for buyouts was 7.2x, compared
to 7.4x overall.
“This is unusual and suggests that more high-performers are choosing to take chips off the table
rather than to substantially exit,” said Bob Dunn, GF Data’s Managing Director.
For larger transactions valued between $250 million and $500 million, GF Data found an
average purchase price multiple of 8.9x EBITDA. This is well off the average of 12.0x last
quarter – the average of the two periods is likely a better measure than either period individually.
GF Data will continue to investigate this new deal size parameter in future reports, eventually
incorporating a full analysis of this segment once we have collected enough data.

Finally, successive interest rate increases began to bite into leveraged transactions in the second
quarter. Average interest on senior debt saw a marked increase in the second quarter for larger
deals, jumping more than a percentage point in the $50-100 million and $100-250 million tiers,
ending up at 5.3% and 5.7%, respectively.
“Investment headwinds continued in the second quarter from rising inflation and interest rates,
geopolitical uncertainty, labor constraints and supply chain issues,” said Patriot Capital Group
Managing Partner Charles McCusker. “However, many of the Patriot portfolio CEOs are
reporting an easing of input costs, better predictability of the supply chain and more access to
quality labor and as a result we expect M&A activity to rebound in the second half of the year.”

About ACG:
Founded in 1954, ACG is the premier M&A deal-making community with a mission of driving
middle-market growth. ACG’s global network operates within 61 local markets worldwide and
comprises more than 100,000 middle market professionals who invest in, own and advise
growing companies. Learn more about ACG and becoming a member at www.acg.org.
About GF Data
Founded in 2006, GF Data provides data on private equity-sponsored M&A transactions with
enterprise values between $10 million and $250 million. Our benchmark reports comprise
proprietary transactional information provided by an established pool of private equity groups on
a blind and confidential basis. GF Data subscribers utilize our reports for accurate and up-to-date
information to value and assess middle-market businesses. www.gfdata.com
For additional information or questions please contact Bob Dunn at bdunn@acg.org.
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